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Abstract 

In this paper we consider models for some adsorption effects, the resulting 
change of the work function at metal-oxide-semiconductor sensitive layers of 
gas sensors and their implementation in a two dimensional device simulator, 
which solves the Poisson equation. An example for the application of this 
simulation program is given with a Suspended Gate Field Effect Transistor. 

1. Introduction 

The importance of the development tools like the numerical device simulation in the 
sensor technics increases with the introduction of microelectronic sensor devices and 
manufacture methods. In order to regard the modelling of sensor devices as complete, 
apart from the common electrical description, the interaction of the sensor with the 
detected enviroment has to be taken into account in the simulation. That's why, 
we consider in our paper a model for the adsorption effects and the resulting work 
function change at  the metal-oxide-semiconductor gas sensitive layers of microsensors. 

2. Theoretical description of the adsorption effects for O2 

One of the main reactions of the metal-oxide-semiconductor sensitive layers (we con- 
sider here only n-type materials like ZnO, S n O z )  is the interaction with oxygen. 
Neglecting the reaction with instationar metal ions we have at the oxide surface the 
following effects: 

0 2  + e + 0, chemiosorption 0, + e + 2 0 -  

To work out the models for these reactions we have used 'The Electron Theorie of 
Catalysis on Semiconductors' by Volkenstein 111. He distinguishes between the 'weak' 
(") and the strong (-) chemiosorption in dependance on the wave function interaction 
between the binding electron of the adsorbed particle and the oxide lattice. For the 
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further considering we assume a monocrystal oxide and an adsorption without dissoci- 
ation. After complicated operations with the equation for the steady-state adsorption 
equilibrium (like Volkenstein [I] and Geistlinger [2]) we have for the fractional surface 
coverage 6 with 0, the following expression: 

with: 
So 1 P = ( d m  p ( 1"(1 + exp (v) 

Here are: N the density of the occupied surface states; No the density of the maximal 
available surface states; Po2 the oxygen partial pressure; so adhesion coefficient; M 
the mass of the adsorbed particle; k the Bolzmann constant; T the temperature; u 
the phonon frequence of the adsorbed particle; Q0 the weak chemosorption energy; 
E, the energy of the conduction band edge; EJ the Fermi energy. E, is the energy 
difference between the strong and the weak chemiosorbed particles. f0  and f -  are 
the occupation probabilities for the weak and strong chemiosorption (eq.3): 

In eq.2 the fractional coverage depends additionally on the energy difference (EJ-E,), 
at  t,he sensitive layer surface, that means on its doping, on the external electrical fields 
and on the number of the already adsorbed particles. The electron exchange between 
the adsorbed molecules and the oxide (mainly due to strong chemiosorption) leads to 
a charging of the surface: 

e is the elementary electronic charge. 
The changing of the work function A p . e  (eq.5) of the sensitive layer, which the sensor 
effect of many devices is based on, is defined by the band bending AV,.e = ~ ( E J - E , ) ,  
due to Q ,  and by the electron affinity changing A X  at  the surface caused by dipol 
effect of the polarised adsorbed particles [3]. 

E,EO is the permittivity at  the surface of the sensitive layer and pad the dipol moment 
of one adsorbed particle. 

3. Implementation of the models in the simulator CADI-CHEM 

For the calculation of the band bending at the sensitive layer surface and in this 
way of the work function changing in dependance on the gas adsorption, doping and 
external fields, it is necessary to solve the Poisson equation (eq.6). For the interface 
sensitive layer/atmosphere the following equation system is valid: 
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Here are: cp tllc electrical i)ol.c~~t.ial; V,', \/," Llic t1cnsit.y of the  singly a.nd doubly 
ionised oxygen vacancies; i l ln ,  /VD l , l~c  nccc:l)l,or xntl donn.tor doping dcnsity; n, p the  
electron and l~ole density ol tllc scnsiti\lc Ixycr. 'I'liis equation syster-n is solvcd by the 
2-dimensional device silnuln.tor CA 111- (:I1 I$;h,l, which solves addit,ionally t,hc I'oisson 
equation in thc Si-area, and tllc Lal,lacc c q ~ ~ a t i o n  in the insulator arcas wit11 a Finite 
DiITerencc Method. 

4. Application on a SGFErI' gas sensor 

The si~llulator CADI-CIII3M is apl~lictl lo1 tllc rnodcll~ng of a Suspendetl Gatc Field 
I3ffect Transistor (SGFI31') (41. As s l i o ~ ~ ~ n  i l l  17ig.1, it is a MISFE'r with an air gap 
between the  gate elcctrodc ant1 tfic. gate ir~sl~lator (100 nm SiOz ,  100 rlnl Si3iV4). A 
ZnO sensitive layel is locatcd over the , ~ i r  gal,. 7'hc changing of its work functlon due 
Lo gas adsorption leads to a cllnng~ng o l  tllc t,ransistor threshold voltage. 

d r a i n  

si b u .  
X 

Figurc 1: Scllernatic plol of n SGFE7' gas sensor 

The gate area oC a SGFETJ' \\'AS calc~~latctl  witli the program CADI-CHEM. Fig.2 
shows the energy band di;lgralrl of this strlct,urc with and without gas adsorpt.ion. 

Figure 2: Energy harid diagrxrn oi  Illc gatc stnlcturc of a SGFET wit,l~ ZnO as 
sensi tivc layer 
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In this ca.sc llle cha.11ging or 1 . 1 1 ~  worlc ru~~cl, ior~ Av is caused ma.inly by Lhc 11;l.nd 
bending. Its modelcd dcpcndnncc on Oz pnrt,ia.l prcssurc is shown in Fig.3. Furlher 
on we use Lllc calculated A 9  for Ll~c si~rirlli~t,io~l of Lhc drain cusrer~t dependancc of 
a SGFET sensor on tlie 02 pa.1.tial 1)rcSslrl.c (1;'ig.O) with the 2-dimensional devic.c 
si~nula.tor TOSCA (51 wl~ich solvcs L11c I);isic- sc~niconctuct~or equations wit11 t l ~ c  Finite 
Elenlcnt Method. 

Figure 3: Threshold voltage and drain currcnt depcridance of a n-cha.nncl SGFET on 
the O2 partial prcssurc 

5. Summary 

T h e  introduced model dcscribcs the re;lct,iorl of Oz with n-type metal-oxide-sernicon- 
ductors. This way the inllllcnccs of lllc ser~sitive layer doping, the external vollagc, 
t he  Lcrnperaturc and the geometry can be talcen into account in the sensitive effect 
simulation. Furthcr research should bc done on the extension of these models by 
the reactions with retluction gascs likc IIz or NI&. For that  i t  is necessary to de- 
termine a lot of unl<nown modcl pa.ramcters. The  description of t,he chemo-pl~ysical 
reactions on the  sensitive layers by t,he Electron ?'l~eory and the band model allows 
the  implementation of these effects in the basic sen~iconductor equalion system and 
so the extension of common devicc simulators with t,hese models. An importanl con- 
dition for tha t  is the possibility to define arid to dcscribe also a second semiconductor 
rnaterial in these simulation programs. 
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